General Academic English Language Proficiency Requirements

1. Overview
English is the language of instruction in all programs at NLC. Thus, it is imperative that NLC students
meet minimum English Language Proficiency requirements.
In University Arts and Sciences and additional baccalaureate-level programs, students are required to
have English Studies 12, English First Peoples 12, ENGL 050, or an equivalent course. Required final
grades are specified by program.
2. Select Baccalaureate-Level Programs
The following English Language Requirement applies to the Associate of Arts Degree (general)1; to
diplomas in Archaeology, Business Management,2 Criminology, Interactive Technologies and Game
Design, Land and Water Resources, and Social Services Worker; and to certificates in Business
Management and University Arts and Sciences.3
A. Domestic students4 and students from countries5 that practice Standard Written English must have
official transcripts demonstrating that they have met one of the following English Requirements with a
"B" grade or higher: English Studies 12, English First Peoples 12, English 050, or English 099;
alternatively, any university-level English course6 with a "C" grade or higher. Students who do not meet
one of the above English requirements must complete the NLC Writing Assessment for appropriate
course placement.
B. International students and domestic students who received their secondary education in French or
another language must show that they have met the NLC English requirement for baccalaureate-level
programs specified above by demonstrating one of the following:


An IELTS result with an overall score of 6.0 or higher with no band less than 6.0. Students with a
writing band of 6.0 are required to complete English 099 with a "B" grade or higher in their
initial semester. Alternatively, NLC will accept a TOEFL iBT of 78, Canadian Academic English
Assessment (CAEL) 60 overall band, Canadian Language Benchmark Assessment (CLBA) 8 in each
section, Pearson Test of English (PTE) 57, Michigan English Language Assessment Battery
(MELAB) 76, Cambridge-Michigan Language Assessment (CaMLA) 69 plus NLC's Writing
Assessment.



Documented completion of a post-secondary credential that is assessed as equivalent to a
similar program from a reputable Canadian institution with its own appropriate English
Language Requirement.



Documented completion of the last two years of full-time Canadian secondary school education
in English with a minimum grade of “B” in English 12, English Studies 12, English Literature 12,
English 12 First Peoples, or equivalent.



Completion of NLC’s English for Academic Purposes (EAP) 060-level Certificate.

Where international students and domestic students who received their secondary education in French
or another language are unable to provide an appropriate IELTS score or equivalent, such students may
be conditionally enrolled in an NLC program with permission of the Chair. Upon arrival at NLC, these
students will be assessed by the ESL department and transferred to the appropriate level of the EAP
program as necessary.
___________________________________
1

Not applicable to the Associate of Arts Degree (Health Studies) or to the Associate of Science Degree.
Not applicable to the Executive Assistant Diploma.
3
Not applicable to the Engineering Certificate, the Engineering Studies Certificate, the General University
Arts and Sciences Certificate, the Indigenous Human Services Worker Diploma.
4
Except those whose secondary education was conducted in French or in another language.
5
Australia, England, Ireland, New Zealand, Scotland, Wales, United States of America.
6
From reputable institutions in Canada or from the above list of countries that practice Standard
Written English.
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